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Prevents scale
Invigorates water

Your  
source of  l i fe  
for your home or business
p revents scale from building up

deletes  harmfu l  f requencies  in  tap water

bestows life-giving energy on people, animals
and plants

--
--
--

This natural method of water purification
can be used to completely restore energy to
tap water, increasing the energy value of the
water (measured in Bovis units) up to seven
times. This is evidence of its extraordinary
efficiency.

Proof of effects:
The effects can be definitely proved by UV
spectroscopy, Dr Popp's biophoton measu-
rement, surface tension measurements, Dr
Voll's skin resistance measurements, the
colour plate technique, kinesiology, Kirlian
photography and radiostatics as well as
under the microscope.

Working life and duration of
e ffects:
All UMH appliances are maintenance-free.
They do not require a mains connection or
additional substances. Their working life is
unlimited.

Location:
UMH appliances should not be placed close
to strongly radiating electrical appliances
such as microwave ovens or radiophones,
etc.

Strong geopathic interference zones can
reduce the efficiency of UMH appliances.
Special devices can, however, neutralize
these effects.Please ask your UMH dealer for
details.

Materials and technical data:

All parts are made of brass. The TÜV Test
Institute in Bavaria tested them for food

safety and pressure.

Water pressure: up to max. 10 bar

Temperature: up to max. 95°C

Please protect all appliances from frost.

Guarantee:
-- 5 years on function and technology
-- Money-back guarantee within 5 months if

not satisfied with the effect.

Manufactured by:

Institut für Wasser- und Umweltverbesserung,
Austria

Presented by:

Universal small appliance:
-- 24 carat gold or silver-plated.
-- Mounted directly onto the kitchen

or bathroom tap, or between the
tap and shower hose or garden
hose, etc.

-- Wide range of uses, ideal for
travelling.

Built-in appliance for the
main water conduit:
-- Supplies energized water through-

out the house.
-- Available in the sizes 1/2", 3/4", 1",

5/4" , 6/4" and 2".
-- The appliance should be installed

by a qualified plumber.

Built-in appliance:
- Quick and easy to fit on the cold-

water stopcock in your home.
- No need to alter any plumbing, the

stop-cock still fullfils its function
and it can be easily removed.

- Available for 1/2“, 3/4“ and 1“
stopcocks.

Extra fitting for osmosis
and filter  devices:
-- An optimal, energizing extra for

existing purification systems.
--  Supplied with a 3/8" thread or, if

necessary, with a hose connection.

Stand appliance, large:
-- For energizing water and drinks.
-- 1/2" appliance, gold-plated, with

glass funnel and pyramidal stand
with threaded attachment.

Stand appliance, small:
-- A combination of the universal small

appliance with a stand and glass
funnel, illustrated right.

Special appliances:
- For revaluating swimming-pools and

heating -systems ,etc.

UMH: Your source of life for your home or business
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"The secret of life is to be found
in water which preserves the
order of things." 
(Karl Trincher, biophysicist)

"The human soul is like water.
It comes from heaven, it
ascends into heaven and
returns once again to earth in
an eternal cycle." 
(J.W.v. Goethe)

Why is physical purifi-
cation of tap water so
important?

The human organism requires structu-
res which impose order on life found
in food,water and air.

Unfortunately, recent findings have
shown that the water we drink and
use today no longer has many of
these ordering structures.

And why not? Because chlorine or
fluoride is added, because it is che-
mically cleaned or irradiated and
then forced along kilometres of
pipes at great pressure. The natural,
energetic quality of spring water is
almost completely lost in the pro-
cess.

Even scientists and doctors have
issued warnings about drinking ordi-
nary tap water because it can actual-
ly help cause illnesses and allergies.

Therefore, it is absolutely imperative
that our water regains its purity
using an appropriate physical 
process.

Perceptibly enhanced
well-being as it:
-- deletes harmful frequen-

cies
-- transfers constructive 

energy to drinking, bath 
and shower water

-- boosts metabolism,  digestion
and detoxification, etc.

-- activates lymph fluid
-- encourages the forma-   

tion of blood
-- softens water

Microscopic image of untreated tap
water from Graz.

This image of the same water sample shows
how UMH energizing changes its structure.

When sounds act upon fluids,geometric
structures become apparent, revealing
the intrinsic order of water.

Schlieren optics measurements, from
"Cymatics", Hans Jenny,Volume 2.

Why is  the delet ion of
n e g a t i v e  f r e q u e n c i e s
a b s o l u t e l y  e s s e n t i a l ?

The element of water is extremely
important when it comes to passing
on and carrying the information
expressed by certain frequencies,
whether positive or harmful.

Scientific experiments have proved
that toxic substances, such as lead
and pesticides, etc. leave their mark
on water, in the form of a particular
frequency, even after it has been
chemically cleaned. As has been
proved, these unhealthy frequencies
then resonate in the water    stored
in our bodies and can lead to pro-
blems with metabolism, digestion,
lymph fluid, circulation and inter-
cellular communication, etc.

Only once this all-important aspect
of frequencies has been dealt with
positively using appropriate physical
methods is it possible for water to
pass on its life-giving effects in a holi-
stic sense.

In a UMH appliance, tap water
passes through a highly effective
energy field produced by specially
treated fluids, precious stones,
metals and other sensitive energy
sources.

In this way, the physical structure of
the water is newly aligned with
lasting effect and information from
toxic substances, which is stored in
low-energy configurations, is cancel-
led out.

What happens to  mine-
rals  in the water?

The body can only metabolize natu-
ral inorganic minerals from high-
energy water with suitable structu-
res.

Substances which cannot be used
are flushed out by this energized
water.

Test results show that water treated with
UMH has a "good detoxifying effect".

What  e ffect does UMH
p u r i f i c a t i o n  h a v e  o n
scale deposits?

The vessels in our body can be com-
pared to water pipe networks in this
respect.

Tests carried out by the TÜV Test
Institute in Vienna revealed that 
calcium, which occurs as calcite 
(pointed crystals) in non-energized 
water, tends to form deposits (scale
or fur). When water with the same
degree of hardness is energized
using this special physical method,
the calcium salts occur as aragonite
(a kind of micro-crystalline mud)
which does not tend to form depo-
sits and is thus flushed out.

At the same time,existing hard depo-
sits are continuously broken down.

Aggressive water is neutralized which
also prevents excessive formation of
rust, for example.

The Kirlian photograph test:

Before drinking energized water, the
test subject's finger tips have a very
weak corona.

After having drunk 2 glasses of energized
water which was prepared using a UMH
appliance, the test subject clearly has a
much stronger corona.

The effects of a UMH energi-
zer can quite clearly be seen
before and after installation
in a water heating appliance.

Perceptible advanta-
ges:
-- p revents scale being 

deposited in pipes
-- b reaks down existing 

deposits
-- r educes energy con-

sumption in water     
heating appliances

-- less washing powder 
r equired

-- plants grow better
-- no maintenance costs


